Dear Senator Baldwin, Senator Capito, Representative Aderholt, and Representative DeLauro:

As the Labor, Health and Human Services, Education, and Related Agencies Appropriations Subcommittee develops the U.S. Department of Education’s fiscal year (FY) 2024 budget, we encourage you to provide $405,000,000 for the Education Innovation and Research (EIR) program, which provides grants that support evidence-based, field-initiated innovations that address the academic, social, and emotional needs of students.

Specifically, the national Leading with SEL Coalition—along with numerous state and local organizations—are asking for a continuation of longstanding report language, which established the social and emotional learning (SEL) set-aside in the EIR program. SEL is critical for the academic and holistic success of all students, and it is imperative, particularly in light of the impact that the COVID-19 pandemic has had on students’ academic achievement, particularly low-income students who are likely to attend schools with fewer resources, less experienced teachers, and less access to advanced coursework. When students are supported in growing their social and emotional competence via skill development in self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship skills, and responsible decision-making, they are more likely to experience academic success, school and civic engagement, health and wellness, and fulfilling careers. A landmark 2011 meta-analysis found that SEL increased students’ academic performance by 11 percentile points, compared to students who did not participate in SEL. In addition, according to a 2023 meta-analysis that reviewed more than 400 studies, students participating in SEL at schools that had higher “school functioning,” including grades, test scores, attendance, homework completion, and engagement saw decreases in aggression and bullying, anxiety, stress, depression, suicidality; and felt safer at schools reporting higher levels of inclusion, connectedness and healthy relationships. Further, cost-benefit research shows that for every dollar spent on SEL, on average, there is an $11 return on investment.

Congress can support the academic development and social and emotional well-being of our nation’s students through the EIR program, which was established under section 4611 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, as amended through the Every Student Succeeds Act. The EIR Program provides funding to support and validate proposed strategies for addressing the most persistent educational challenges to student success, especially the challenges facing our nation’s highest need and most underserved students. In the bipartisan FY2023 omnibus appropriations package, the joint explanatory statement provided $87,000,000 for SEL grants within the EIR program.
For FY2024, we request a continuation of the EIR report language with an increase for the SEL set-aside:

Education Innovation and Research (EIR). – Within the total for EIR, and including continuation awards, the agreement includes $95,000,000 to provide grants for social and emotional learning. To fulfill the set-asides, the agreement supports the prioritization of high-quality SEL proposals for both the early-and-mid-phase evidence tiers.

The EIR program has made investments in SEL to improve student achievement and meet the social and emotional needs of students and teachers. For example, the EIR program provides support to the Association for Alaskan School Boards for the “Culturally Responsive and Embedded Social and Emotional Learning” program, which adapted the CASEL SEL framework for rural, indigenous students in 30 schools, reaching 1800 K-12 students. The EIR program also funds the “Using and Leveraging Technology to Reinvent Accessibility: Minecraft Mentor Edition” project in Duval County Public Schools in Florida, to provide professional development and support for educators and improve SEL skills for students in grades K-5 with a focus on students with disabilities. Further, the EIR program supports Iredell-Statesville Schools in North Carolina to implement RIPPLE: “Reducing disparities and Implementing strategies to Promote Proactive Learning Environments.” RIPPLE focuses on layering academic and social and emotional learning supports in combination with trauma-informed care to serve 10,729 high-need students in grades K-12 in North Carolina.

The needs of students exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic emphasize the need for a continued focus on students’ academic, and social and emotional development. Further, with the majority of schools and districts in the U.S. reporting a focus on developing the SEL skills of students, SEL programs are more important than ever.

Thank you for carefully considering our request. We would be pleased to discuss the SEL grants within the EIR program as the appropriations process unfolds this year.

Sincerely,

Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL)
American Association of School Administrators (AASA)
The School Superintendents Association
American Psychological Association (APA)
American School Counselor Association (ASCA)
Association for Middle Level Education (AMLE)
Committee for Children (CFC)
Confident Parents, Confident Kids
Educators for Excellence
National Association of Elementary School Principals (NAESP)
National Association of School Psychologists (NASP)
Pure Edge, Inc.
SEL Provider Association
School Social Work Association of America (SSWAA)
Social Emotional Learning Alliance for the United States (SEL4US)
The Urban Assembly

CATCH Global Foundation
Changing Perspectives
Character Strong
CREATE for Education
End Abusive Coaching
EQuip our Kids and Calif. Social-Emotional Learning Alliance
Global Game Changers Children's Education Initiative, Inc.
Harmony SEL
Heart of Character
Inner Explorer
INSIGHTS Intervention, LLC
Moshi Kids
Move This World
National Equity Project (NEP)
New Jersey Alliance for Social, Emotional, and Character Development (NJASECD)
PATHS Program LLC
Peekapak Inc.
Playworks
Ripple Effects
SAIL CoLab, INC
School Culture and Climate Initiative
SEL Educators
Social Emotional Learning Alliance for Arizona (SEL4AZ)
Social Emotional Learning Alliance for California (SEL4CA)
Social Emotional Learning Alliance for Montana (SEL4MT)
Social Emotional Learning Alliance for New Jersey (SEL4NJ)
Social Emotional Learning Alliance for New Mexico (SEL4NM)
Social Emotional Learning Alliance for New York (SEL4NY)
Social Emotional Learning Alliance for Oregon (SEL4OR)
Social Emotional Learning Alliance for South Carolina (SEL4SC)
Social Emotional Learning Alliance for Texas (SEL4TX)
Sown To Grow
SPARK Mentoring Programs
Teaching Empathy Institute
The Core Project
xSEL Labs
Youth Communication
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